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Technology in finance: Blockchain, Cryptocurrencies and Smart Contracts 

(B.Sc. Seminar/weekly) 

Dr. Yilong Xu (yilong.xu@awi.uni-heidelberg.de) 

 

Contents 

This course covers the recent development in blockchains, digital currencies, and related 

topics such as smart contracts. Perhaps Blockchain is one of the most significant innovations 

in the financial world since the advent of ledgers. The technology promises to solve major 

challenges in financial industry such as trust and reliability. This seminar explores the cutting-

edge research in cryptocurrency and the technology behinds it from an economics perspective. 

We will look into advanced issues and challenges associated with the Blockchain technology. 

There is no prerequisite of the course, but solid economics or finance background (priority will 

be given to students who passed Corporate Finance or Behavioral Finance in the past) and 

some decent understanding of cryptocurrency is assumed.  

  

 

Setup 

Each participant is allocated a recent research paper, which they present in an online meeting 

as shown in the schedule. Presentations should aim at 45 minutes, followed by 10 minutes of 

discussion. All participants need to read all presented papers. The day before each meeting, 

all participants (except the respective presenter) hand in a short (~200 words) summary of the 

main research question and results of the papers discussed in the meeting, by email to 

yilong.xu@awi.uni-heidelberg.de.  

After all papers have been discussed, participants are asked to write a short critical review of 

a paper discussed in the seminar (about 5 pages). The paper for the final review will not be 

the same paper that you presented but will be the other paper presented on the same day 

(see the schedule). Participants can swap papers bilaterally if desired before the end of May 

and should inform me by email. The only rule with bilateral swapping is that you cannot write 

about the paper you presented. In the review, participants are required to identify the 

problem(s) the paper attempts to resolve, summarize the main results of the paper, and offer 

a critical assessment of the paper’s conclusions.  

 

 

Schedule 

15.04.21 Preparation Meeting (Reading & Preparation) 

06.05.21 Chen et al. (2019) // Liu and Tsyvinski (forthcoming) 

20.05.21 Schilling and Uhlig (2019) // Foley et al. (2019) 

27.05.21 Bias et al. (2020) // Pagnotta (forthcoming) 

10.06.21 Cong et al. (2021a) // Cong et al. (2021b)  

17.06.21 Alsabah (2020) // Saleh (2021) 

24.06.21 Cong and He (2019) // Howell et al. (2020)  

01.07.21 Yermack (2017) // Chiu et al. (version June 2020)  
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Grading 

Presentation (25%) – Summaries (25%) − Critical review (50%). Participation in all online 

meetings required; camera use in all online meetings required. 

Note: To receive a grade, the final critical review must be handed in no later than July 31, 

2021. There is no second exam in the winter semester. 

 

 

Registration  

Participants are strongly advised to check the papers in the list of literature before registration 

because this is a course for advanced economics students.  

Apply by email to Freya Schadt (freya.schadt@awi.uni-heidelberg.de) until Sunday, April 4, 

2021 with the following information: Title of seminar (in subject line), name, student number, 

study program, study semester, as well as your top three choices of the papers from the 

literature list. If more than 14 applications are received, a selection will be made on the basis 

of study program and semester (priority is given to higher semesters and to participants who 

passed my Corporate Finance or Prof. Trautmann’s Behavioral Finance courses). Selected 

participants will be informed on April 9 and receive information on the Moodle login and 

heiconf links etc., for the initial meeting on April 15.  

 

 

Allocation  

When registering for the course, you need to indicate your top three choices of the paper. We 

will try to accommodate your preferences as much as we can. However, if one paper is very 

popular, then it will be randomized among those who indicated the same preference. It is also 

possible that you randomly receive a paper that is not of your choice when your chosen papers 

are too popular. Participants can swap papers bilaterally if desired, but you are requested to 

inform me about it before April 21 so that everyone has enough time to prepare for their 

presentation. 

 

 

Background Literature (recommend reading, no summary required): 

1. Böhme, R., Christin, N., Edelman, B., & Moore, T. (2015). Bitcoin: Economics, Technology, 

and Governance. Journal of Economic Perspectives, 29(2), 213–238.  

2. Chamber of Digital Commerce, Smart Contracts – 12 Use Cases for Business. 

3. Nakamoto, S. (2008). Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System. 

 

 

Literature (in the order of presentation) 

1. Chen, M. A., Wu, Q., & Yang, B. (2019). How Valuable Is FinTech Innovation? The Review 

of Financial Studies, 32(5), 2062–2106.  

2. Liu, Y., & Tsyvinski, A. (forthcoming). Risks and Returns of Cryptocurrency. The Review of 

Financial Studies.  

3. Schilling, L., & Uhlig, H. (2019). Some simple bitcoin economics. Journal of Monetary 

Economics, 106, 16–26. 
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4. Foley, S., Karlsen, J. R. and Putnins, T. J. (2019). Sex, Drugs, and Bitcoin: How Much Illegal 

Activity Is Financed through Cryptocurrencies? Review of Financial Studies, 32(5), pp. 

1798–1853.   

5. Biais, B., C. Bisiere, M. Bouvard, C. Casamatta, and A. J. Menkveld (2020). Equilibrium 

Bitcoin Pricing. EconPol Working Papers 48. 

6. Pagnotta, E. S. (forthcoming). Decentralizing Money: Bitcoin Prices and Blockchain 

Security. The Review of Financial Studies.   

7. Cong, L. W., Li, Y., & Wang, N. (2021a). Tokenomics: Dynamic Adoption and Valuation. The 

Review of Financial Studies, 34(3), 1105–1155.  

8. Cong, L. W., He, Z., & Li, J. (2021b). Decentralized Mining in Centralized Pools. The Review 

of Financial Studies, 34(3), 1191–1235. 

9. Alsabah, H. and A. Capponi (2020). Pitfalls of Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work: R&D Arms race and 

mining centralization. Working Paper. 

10. Saleh, F. (2021). Blockchain without Waste: Proof-of-Stake. The Review of Financial 

Studies, 34(3), 1156–1190.  

11. Cong, L. W., & He, Z. (2019). Blockchain Disruption and Smart Contracts. The Review of 

Financial Studies, 32(5), 1754–1797.  

12. Howell, S. T., Niessner, M., & Yermack, D. (2020). Initial Coin Offerings: Financing Growth 

with Cryptocurrency Token Sales. The Review of Financial Studies, 33(9), 3925–3974.  

13. Yermack, D. (2017). Corporate Governance and Blockchains. Review of Finance, 21(1), 7–

31.  

14. Chiu, J., Davoodalhosseini, M., Jiang, J. H., & Zhu, Y. (version June 2020). Bank market 

power and central bank digital currency: Theory and quantitative assessment (No. 2019-

20). Bank of Canada Working Paper. 

 

 

Literature (additional papers, if you do not wish to present the chosen ones above) 

 Chiu, J., & Koeppl, T. V. (2019). Blockchain-Based Settlement for Asset Trading. The 

Review of Financial Studies, 32(5), 1716–1753.  

 Easley, D., O’Hara, M., & Basu, S. (2019). From mining to markets: The evolution of 

bitcoin transaction fees. Journal of Financial Economics, 134(1), 91–109.   

 Griffin, J. M., & Shams, A. (2020). Is Bitcoin Really Untethered? The Journal of Finance, 

75(4), 1913–1964.  

 Hinzen, F. J., John, K., & Saleh, F. (2020). Bitcoin's Fatal Flaw: The Limited Adoption 

Problem. NYU Stern School of Business. 

 Huberman, G., Leshno, J., & Moallemi, C. C. (2021). Monopoly without a monopolist: 

An economic analysis of the bitcoin payment system. Columbia Business School 

Research Paper No. 17-92. 

 John, K., Rivera, T. J., & Saleh, F. (2020). Economic Implications of Scaling Blockchains: 

Why the Consensus Protocol Matters. Working Paper.   

 Makarov, I., & Schoar, A. (2020). Trading and arbitrage in cryptocurrency markets. 

Journal of Financial Economics, 135(2), 293–319.  

 

 


